Abstract-We present a terahertz (THz) frequency-domain spectroscopic ellipsometer design that suppresses formation of standing waves by use of stealth technology approaches. The strategy to suppress standing waves consists of three elements geometry, coating, and modulation. The instrument is based on the rotating analyzer ellipsometer principle and can incorporate various sample compartments, such as a superconducting magnet, in situ gas cells, or resonant sample cavities, for example. A backward wave oscillator and three detectors are employed, which permit operation in the spectral range of 0.1-1 THz (3.3-33 cm −1 or 0.4-4 meV). The THz frequency-domain ellipsometer allows for standard and generalized ellipsometry at variable angles of incidence in both reflection and transmission configurations. The methods used to suppress standing waves and strategies for an accurate frequency calibration are presented. Experimental results from dielectric constant determination in anisotropic materials, and free charge carrier determination in optical Hall effect (OHE), resonant-cavity enhanced OHE, and in situ OHE experiments are discussed. Examples include silicon and sapphire optical constants, free charge carrier properties of two-dimensional electron gas in a group III nitride high electron mobility transistor structure, and ambient effects on free electron mobility and density in epitaxial graphene. 
I. INTRODUCTION

E
LLIPSOMETRY is a nondestructive and contactless linear-optical spectroscopic experimental technique, which, if properly calibrated and performed correctly, can provide numerous physical parameters of materials with high precision and accuracy [1] . The superiority of ellipsometry compared to pure intensity based techniques, such as reflectance or transmittance measurement, originates from the fact that the detected light is characterized in its entire polarization state of which intensity is only one parameter. Often, the polarization parameters are normalized to the intensity parameter that makes ellipsometry inherently less sensitive to spurious and almost always unavoidable variations of light sources, instrument apertures, and light transfer functions. By determining phase and amplitude ratio of the light reflected or transmitted upon samples, ellipsometry determines at least two independent quantities, which can be converted to the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of the sample without the need to perform a numerical Kramers-Kronig analysis [1] , [2] .
Ellipsometry is a well-established technique from the infrared to the deep-ultraviolet spectral regions with broad and numerous scientific and commercial applications. Analysis of spectroscopic (generalized [3] ) ellipsometry data can determine the thicknesses and isotropic (anisotropic) dielectric functions of individual layers within multiple-layered samples. The dielectric function of a material provides access to quantitative determination for many fundamental physical properties, for example, static and high-frequency dielectric permittivity, phonon modes, free charge carrier properties, band-to-band transition energies, and lifetime broadening parameters. Expanding the accessible spectral range of spectroscopic ellipsometry to longer wavelengths, namely into the terahertz (THz) region, provides access to information about soft modes [4] , DNA methylation [5] , spin oscillations [6] , antiferromagnetic resonances [7] , ferroelectric domains [8] , and free charge carrier oscillations [9] , for example.
THz spectroscopic techniques are often performed as timedomain spectroscopy (TDS) or frequency-domain spectroscopy (FDS). THz TDS probes the response of materials to shortduration broad-frequency-band THz pulses created by using ultrashort laser switches. The signal is recorded as a function of pump-delay time and a Fourier transformation converts the measured time-domain response into the frequency-domain response. THz TDS permits convenient access to the concept of sample modulation spectroscopy, where additional pump-probe instrumentation can be used to study the dynamic response of a sample to a cyclic disturbance. The THz probe beam field created by the ultrashort laser switch is typically characterized by low field energy, low spatial and temporal coherence, and therefore permits limited spectral resolution only. The low field intensities in THz TDS stem from a maximum optical-to-THz conversion efficiency between 10 −3 and 10 −4 [10] , [11] , resulting in a typical power below 100 μW, which is distributed over the THz spectrum [12] , [13] . As a consequence, THz TDS measurements that require optical windows or small apertures, such as measurements at low temperatures or high magnetic fields, are hampered due to inevitable intensity loss by transmission through multiple windows. Furthermore, the coherent length l c of THz pulses in THz TDS is in the order of a few millimeters [14] - [16] . Already for simple sample systems, such as silicon substrates with a typical thicknesses of d ≈ 300-700 μm and an index of refraction of n ≈ 3.4, the front-side reflected and the first-order backside reflected THz beams only partially overlap coherently, and all higher order beams contribute by incoherent superposition. Correct computational modeling of this partial coherence beam overlay effect is difficult and requires accurate knowledge of the wavelength-dependent intensity distribution across the beam that probes the sample. Often, THz TDS raw data are therefore modified (for example, data are cut out from a measured time-delay spectrum toward larger delay times to remove echo pulses [17] ) in the attempt to remove the effect of substrate thickness interference. This modification, however, limits the spectral resolution. An inherent property of Fourier transform spectroscopy techniques, the spectral resolution Δν in a THz TDS experiment depends on the length of the delay line L and is given by Δν = c/2L, where c is the speed of light. Typical THz TDS systems, including commercially available systems, have delay lines with L ≈ 5 cm, and therefore, a typical maximum resolution of Δν ≈ 2 GHz [18] , [19] . Another challenge using a delay line is the precise positioning of its mirror. Positioning errors directly convert to errors in the time axis, therefore in the measured electrical fields E, and thus, through data analysis, into an error of the complex refractive index [20] , [21] . In THz TDS, typically a reference signal is used to calculate the complex transmission function (attenuation and phase). This is only possible for transmission-type measurements. For reflection-type measurements self-referencing techniques, such as ellipsometry, must be employed, where self-referencing is often obtained by polarization modulation. While the contemporary THz TDS ellipsometry equipment was demonstrated as a useful tool for materials characterization [22] - [26] , issues related to the low probe beam field intensities, the short coherence lengths, and the limited spectral resolution remain.
THz FDS, and in particular THz FDS ellipsometry, can overcome the limitations posed in THz TDS. Azarov et al. reported on an FDS ellipsometer using the THz radiation emitted from a free electron laser as a light source [27] . Galuza et al. reported an FDS THz ellipsometer instrument using an avalanche-transit diode as a light source [28] . While presenting the advantages of operating in the frequency domain, such as high spectral resolution, these instruments require large-scale research facilities (free electron laser) or incorporate sources with large phase noise (avalanche-transit diode). Hofmann et al. [29] introduced the first backward wave oscillator (BWO) based ellipsometer. A BWO presents a continuously frequency tunable table top source for THz radiation with a high brightness. BWOs emit THz radiation with high power reaching up to 1 kW in military applications [30] . Furthermore, BWOs possess a high phase stability and a small bandwidth [31] , and therefore a high coherence length. For example, the commercial BWO base tube used in the presented THz FDS ellipsometer possesses a cw output power of 26 mW at 0.13 THz and a typical bandwidth of Δf ≈ 1 MHz. 1 Hence, the intrinsic spectral resolution Δν of the BWO tube is in the order of MHz (Δν ≥ Δf ). Employing the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [32] , [33] , the coherence length is defined as the point at which the normalized Fourier transform of the spectrum decays to 1/e, which can be approximated as l c = c/Δf , where c is the speed of light. For the used BWO, this results in an intrinsic coherence length of l c ≈ 300 m for the emitted THz radiation. Although addressing issues are posed by THz TDS, the usage of a THz radiation source with such a high coherence length requires strategies to suppress standing waves and to avoid speckle formation within the instrumentation as well as within the laboratory environment [34] .
In this paper, we present a BWO-based THz FDS ellipsometer at the Terahertz Materials Analysis Center (THeMAC) at Linköping University that follows concepts from stealth technology. The instrument can incorporate a superconducting 8-T magnet and was designed to suppress speckle and standing wave formation by an enhanced geometry (angled walls and component inclination), coating (absorbing and scattering surfaces), and modulation (increased effective coherence length by frequency modulation). We discuss these design features and their effects on the spectral resolution and coherence length. Furthermore, we outline a method for THz frequency calibration. To demonstrate and benchmark the operation of the system, we present generalized ellipsometry data recorded in reflection and transmission over a wide range of angles of incidence for isotropic and anisotropic samples, as well as data from optical Hall effect (OHE), cavity enhancement, and in situ experiments from samples exposed to different gaseous environments.
II. ELLIPSOMETRY: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Formalisms
The interaction of a plane electromagnetic wave with a sample (reflection or transmission) and the thereby caused change of polarization state (see Fig. 1 ) can be characterized using 
The Jones matrix J [35] is a dimensionless, complex-valued 2 × 2 matrix, whereas the Mueller matrix M is a dimensionless, real-valued 4 × 4 matrix
The complex-valued electric field vectors (E in and E out ) and the real valued Stokes vectors (S in and S out ) are in the p-s coordinate system (see Fig. 1 ) defined by
where i = √ −1 is the imaginary unit, and the indices p, s, , , R, and L on the electric fields E and intensities I denote linearly polarized parallel, perpendicular, +45
• , and −45 • to the plane of incidence and right-and left-handed circularly polarized, respectively.
B. Fresnel Coefficients
The four matrix elements j m n of the Jones matrix can be divided into reflection r m n and transmission t m n coefficients, and are in the case of interaction with a single interface better known as the Fresnel coefficients for the polarized light [36] . The individual coefficients are defined by 
C. Standard Ellipsometry
Standard ellipsometry (SE) is based on a special case of the Jones formalism and can be applied in the case of isotropic nondepolarizing samples. In such a case, the cross-polarizing elements j ps and j sp of the Jones matrix can be neglected. SE determines the ratio between j p and j s (the second index is dropped) and expresses this ratio ρ by the ellipsometric parameters Ψ and Δ
Note that j m = r m for reflection-type ellipsometry and j m = t m for transmission-type ellipsometry. [38] .
D. Generalized Ellipsometry
Note that the Jones matrix (2) contains four complex values, and therefore eight pieces of information [39] . However, the absolute phase of the p-and s-polarized components of the electromagnetic wave and their amplitude (intensity) can be neglected. Therefore, the ellipsometric parameters Ψ pp , Δ pp , Ψ ps , Δ ps , Ψ sp , and Δ sp only provide six independent pieces of information.
2) Mueller Matrix Ellipsometry: The Mueller matrix generalized ellipsometry determines the Mueller matrix or parts of the Mueller matrix. In contrast to the Jones matrix generalized ellipsometry, the Mueller matrix generalized ellipsometry provides a unique quantification and a complete description of the change in the polarization state even for depolarizing samples. The determined elements of the Mueller matrix are typically normalized by the Mueller matrix element M 11 .
In the case of an isotropic nondepolarizing sample, the Mueller matrix elements can be directly converted into the SE parameters Ψ and Δ
and all other Mueller matrix elements are zero.
E. Data Analysis
Ellipsometry is an indirect method, which is used to determine the optical response of materials. Typically, the optical response is quantified in terms of the complex index of refraction N = n + ik or the dielectric function ε = ε 1 + iε 2 = N 2 . Only in the case of reflection-type ellipsometry on an isotropic, semiinfinite material a direct inversion of the parameters Ψ and Δ is possible
where ρ is given by (5) . For all other cases, e.g., for layered or anisotropic samples, stratified layer model calculations based on the 4 × 4 matrix algorithm [3] have to be employed. During data analysis, best match model parameters are determined, for which the best match between the experimental and the calculated data is achieved by varying relevant model parameters [40] .
III. THZ ELLIPSOMETER
A. Components
The THz FDS ellipsometer discussed here operates in a rotating analyzer configuration (source-polarizer-sample-analyzerdetector) and is thus capable of measuring the upper left 3 × 3 block of the Mueller matrix [1] . Fig. 2 (a) and (b) display a top-view photographic image and top-view technical drawing of the THz FDS ellipsometer, respectively, in which the major components of the instrument are indicated. The THz FDS ellipsometer can be divided into the following three units: 1) the BWO unit; 2) polarizer unit; 3) detector unit. All three units can be enclosed (housing removed in Fig. 2 ), which allows purging of the system with dry air or nitrogen.
Conceptually this new ellipsometer bears similarities to a system constructed at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE, USA; in that, it incorporates options for two sources [THz BWO and far infrared Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)], variable angle of incidence, and multiple detectors, and is designed for a high-field magnetic cryostat. For the current system, considerable effort went into designing a beam path to address highcoherence standing-wave issues (see Section III-B), to minimize magnetic field susceptibility, and to reduce atmospheric water vapor absorptions. Both systems utilize custom control and calibration features implemented in the WVASE software (J. A. Woollam Company, Inc.).
1) BWO Unit:
The BWO unit contains a BWO model QS2-180 from SEMIC RF Electronic GmbH with the frequency range 97-179 GHz (base frequency range) as the source for THz radiation. The BWO unit has a power output of up to 26 mW and a high brightness with a bandwidth of 1 MHz. Different GaAs Schottky diode frequency multipliers from Virginia Diodes, Inc. 3 can be mounted to provide output frequencies of 202-352 GHz (×2: WR3.4x2-Broadband doubler, 6% efficiency), 293-530 GHz (×3: WR2.2X3-Broadband tripler, 2% efficiency), 670-1010 GHz (×6: WR3.4x2-Broadband doubler, 6% efficiency and WR1.2X3-Broadband tripler, 1% efficiency). Hence, the THz FDS ellipsometer covers the spectral range between 97 and 1010 GHz with gaps between 179 and 202 GHz and 530 and 670 GHz. In order to increase the antenna gain for the ×6 frequency multiplication, a waveguide matched horn antenna is mounted on the WR1.2X3 broadband tripler, improving the detector signal by a factor of 4. Due to the usage of waveguides, the emitted radiation is linearly polarized in the horizontal direction for all frequency multipliers. The THz radiation is then focused using a 90
• off-axis paraboloid mirror with an effective focal length 4 of f e = 50.8 mm and a diameter of 50.8 mm. The radiation then passes the three-bladed chopper operated at 5.7 Hz, which leads to a chopping frequency of 17.0 Hz. The THz beam is then routed through the polarization state rotator, an odd bounce image rotation system [41] , which revolves the polarization direction and is synchronized with the orientation of the polarizer in the polarizer unit. The THz radiation then leaves the BWO unit and enters the polarizer unit.
2) Polarizer Unit: In the polarizer unit, the radiation is reflected off a plane mirror (76.2 mm diameter, gold sputtered) and reaches a rotatable plane mirror (76.2 mm diameter, gold sputtered), which is designed to switch between the BWO and a potential FTIR spectrometer as the source of radiation. The beam is then focused by a gold coated 90
• off-axis paraboloid mirror with an effective focal length of f e = 450 mm and a diameter of 50.8 mm, and is guided through the polarizer towards the sample position. A free standing wire grid polarizer from Specac Ltd. with 5 μm-thick tungsten wires spaced 12.5 μm apart is used as a polarizer, providing an extinction ratio of approximately 3000, with 50 mm clear aperture and 70 mm outer diameter. The THz radiation leaves the polarizer unit to interact with the sample. The sample is mounted on a theta-2-theta goniometer, composed of a stack of two goniometers model 410 from Huber Diffraktionstechnik GmbH & Co. KG, providing an angle of incidence Φ between 38
• and 90
3) Detector Unit: After reflection from or transmission through the sample, the THz beam is guided into the detector unit and is routed through the analyzer. The analyzer rotates at 0.8 Hz and is equipped with the same type of free standing tungsten wire grid polarizer used as polarizer. The radiation then reaches a gold-coated 90
• off-axis paraboloid mirror with 50.8 mm diameter and an effective focal length of f e = 450 mm. The collimated beam is reflected off a rotatable plane mirror (76.2 mm diameter, gold sputtered), which is designed to switch between three off-axis paraboloid mirrors-detector pairs.
The two bolometer detectors (Infrared Laboratories, Inc.) are housed inside a common vacuum vessel and are each paired with a gold-coated 90
• off-axis paraboloid mirror with 50.8 mm diameter and an effective focal length of f e = 190.5 mm. The vessel houses one general purpose 4.2 K bolometer and a 1.5 K bolometer optimized for the far infrared spectral range. The golay cell is a room temperature detector and is paired with a gold-coated 60
• off-axis paraboloid mirror with 50.8 mm diameter and an effective focal length of f e = 101.6 mm.
4) Gaussian Beam Parameter and Ellipsometry:
Gaussian beam parameters strongly depend on frequency, where diffraction losses increase toward longer wavelengths. This leads to a change of the beam waist diameter and the beam waist location (focal length) and ultimately diffraction losses. Although ellipsometry does not require that the sample is "in focus," it enhances the signal detected. To counteract diffraction effects, the position of the THz source is adjusted for each multiplier range by maximizing the detected signal. Additionally, the FDS ellipsometer effectively compensates the loss of intensity due to diffraction toward lower frequencies by the strong increase in intensity of the BWO source.
5) System Add-Ons:
The THz FDS ellipsometer is designed to incorporate a superconducting 8 T magnet with four optical ports allowing reflection and transmission measurements [see Fig. 3(a) ] from Cryogenic Ltd., London, U.K., which can be moved in and out of the TDS ellipsometer using a rail system. During the construction of the THz FDS ellipsometer, a minimum of ferromagnetic materials was used, and moving components, e.g., the rotating analyzer (see below), were manufactured from nonconducting materials (e.g., acetal copolymer) in order to avoid eddy currents. Fig. 3 (b) depicts a gas cell for environmental control made from Delrin and acrylic, with optical windows from 0.27 mmthick homopolymer polypropylene. The gas flow rate can be varied and has a maximum of approximately 0.5 L/min. The gas cell can be flushed with dry and humidified air, nitrogen, helium, or other nonreactive gases. Furthermore, the gas cell is equipped with a high-grade neodymium permanent magnet with a surface field of B = 0.55 T for in situ OHE measurements (see Section V-D). Fig. 3 (c) depicts a newly designed air-gap-manipulator sample stage for cavity-enhanced and cavity-enhanced OHE measurements [42] . The air-gap-manipulator sample stage allows for opening an air gap between a highly reflective (metal) surface and the backside of the sample. The air gap thickness can be varied between 0 and 6 mm with an accuracy of 3 μm. The sample can be freely rotated in-plane and a permanent magnet with a surface field of up to B = 0.7 T can be loaded into the air-gap manipulator. The air-gap-manipulator sample stage allows for cavity-thickness scans and can, for example, help to decorrelate model parameters, such as the free charge carrier effective mass and the sample (substrate) thickness during data analysis.
B. Coherence/Stealth-Technology Based Design
Formation of standing waves pose challenges to the operation of a THz FDS ellipsometer based on BWO radiation sources. BWOs possess a high brightness with narrow bandwidth, which results in a high coherence length. For example, for the BWO used in this paper, the intrinsic bandwidth of the BWO tube is given as Δν = 1 MHz by the manufacturer, which corresponds to a coherence length of approximately 300 m. Such a high value for the coherence length, in combination with the fact that every metal component in the setup acts as a quasi-perfect mirror at THz frequencies, can generate standing waves patterns between different components (sample, BWO, detector, polarizers, framing, etc.). The problem about standing waves is twofold. For experiments requiring a source intensity baseline (e.g., simple transmission or reflection experiments), measurements with and without the sample (or with a reference standard) may generate different standing wave patterns in the experimental setup. Consequently, the intensities measured in the two experiments can be strongly affected, and therefore intensity normalization results in spurious effects. Further, for self-referencing techniques, such as polarization modulation ellipsometry, standing waves between components of the experimental setup can result in a change of the polarization state detected by the instrument, and therefore can alter the quantities determined by an ellipsometric measurement. In both cases, for measurements in which standing waves appear, the experimental data can be affected by such standing wave patterns and as a result experimental data may not only represent the sample but rather the collective sample-instrument system. The THz FDS ellipsometer described here is designed to suppress standing waves, following concepts used in stealth technology. The strategy to suppress standing waves consists of three elements geometry, coating, and modulation.
The geometry of the setup was, following principles from stealth technology, designed to contain a reduced number of surfaces and corners and to possess as few parallel surfaces as possible. These concepts were not only applied along propagation direction, but for all surfaces in the instrument due to scattering of forward propagating waves at apertures, entrances, and exits (see Fig. 2 ). To further reduce effects from standing waves, the chopper, polarizer/analyzer, and structural elements of the sample holder are positioned under a 15
• , 10
• , and 15
• angle with respect to the beam path, respectively. Implementation details are specific to the particular design of this instrument, but similar considerations were used in the design of the THz-VASE system (J. A. Woollam Company, Inc.).
For the coating, a variety of materials, as discussed, for example, in [43] and [44] , could be considered. The coating used here consists of 6 mm thick porous antistatic foam sheets (Wolfgang Warmbier GmbH & Co. KG Systeme gegen Elektrostatik), which possess a front (back) surface resistance of R s = 10 − 100 MΩ (R s = 0.1 − 10 MΩ), a pore size of approximately 0.3 − 0.5 mm, and a void fraction of approximately 50%. The antistatic foam serves two purposes: due to its finite conductivity, it acts as an absorber, and because the pore size is in the order of the wavelength, it scatters and depolarizes THz radiation. Fig. 4 shows the antistatic foam in the BWO and polarizer units, where as many surfaces as possible were covered. This principle was applied throughout the setup, including the detector unit, the sample holder, and the inside of the housing of the THz FDS ellipsometer. Independent from existing surfaces, additional antistatic foam screens were added along the beam path to further suppress standing waves.
The modulation of the BWO output frequency can be used to suppress effects from standing wave patterns. The BWO output frequency is determined and controlled by a dc-voltage power supply adjustable between 500 and 2600 V. The dc BWO voltage can be superimposed by an additional sinusoidal 50 Hz voltage adjustable between 0 and 25 V in amplitude. The small voltage sinusoidal superposition leads to a temporal modulation of the BWO output frequency, which results in the increase of the effective frequency bandwidth of the continuous BWO radiation. Estimations based on calculations using the frequencyvoltage calibration curve of the BWO for the ×6 multiplication range and frequencies between 800 and 850 GHz suggest an effective bandwidth of Δν eff of 0.5 GHz/V mod . Analysis of the 
IV. BWO SOURCE THZ-FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
For the THz FDS ellipsometer, the frequency of the THz radiation is determined by the high-voltage setting of the BWO cathode potential. The THz frequency versus BWO cathode voltage function is in the first-order linear in voltage but requires nonlinear voltage correction terms, and hence calibration. An example illustrating an insufficiently frequency calibrated BWO is shown in Fig. 5(a) , which depicts experimental (symbols) SE transmission and respective best match model calculated (lines) Ψ t , Δ t data for a nominally 1 mm-thick silicon etalon at an angle of incidence Φ = 70
• . A relatively good match between the experiment and model is achieved for all frequency multipliers around a center frequency in each multiplication range, but a growing mismatch is observed toward the upper and lower ends of the respective multiplier range. Further, the magnitude of deviation scales with the frequency multiplication factor. The observed deviations between the experiment and calculated data suggest a slight inaccuracy of the voltage-frequency calibration of the BWO (×1 multiplier) relation provided by the manufacturer.
In order to calibrate the frequency of the THz FDS ellipsometer, we augmented the method used by Naftaly et al. [45] to calibrate the frequency of THz TDS. The idea is to employ FabryPérot etalons with a neglectable absorption and dispersion of the index of refraction (k = 0, ∂ n ∂ ω = 0) in the THz spectral range. Potential materials are, e.g., semi-insulating Si, semi-insulating 4H-SiC, or sapphire [46] , [47] . We employed high-resistivity, floating-zone silicon because of its optical isotropy. A set of double-side polished Si wafers with thicknesses of d = 0.5 and 1 mm and a diameter of 101.6 mm cut out of the same ingot with nominal resistivity ρ > 3000 Ω·cm was used. 5 Additionally, a slab with a thickness of d = 3 mm was created by stacking three cleaned segments of a 1 mm-thick wafer together. SE parameters Ψ and Δ were recorded for all three thicknesses in transmission mode in all frequency ranges (×1, ×2, ×3, and ×6 frequency multiplications) at four angles of incidence Φ = 40
• , 50
• , 60
• , and 70
• . The data were analyzed employing a linear regression algorithm (software: IDL) using an optical model describing the polarization response of an air/Si/air Fabry-Pérot etalon with indexes of refraction n air = 1 and n Si = n for air and Si (k = 0 for both), respectively. The ellipsometric parameters Ψ t , Δ t can be written as
where t p and t s and r p and r s are the respective transmission and reflection Fresnel coefficients for p-and s-polarized lights [1] for the air/etalon interface. The parameter α = 2ω dn c cos Φ describes the total phase variation between the directly transmitted beam and the next higher transmitted beam, where c and ω are the speed of light and the angular frequency, respectively. 5 For such resistivity values, the free charge carriers make negligible contribution to the absorption coefficient and the index of refraction.
A fourth-order polynomial f (U ) for calibration of the output frequency versus voltage of the BWO (×1 multiplication) was used
Hence, the model parameters are the five coefficients of the frequency correction polynomial, the Si index of refraction, and the wafer thicknesses. The thickness parameters of the nominally 0.5 mm-and 1 mm-thick wafers were determined from SE data recorded in reflection mode with an infrared ellipsometer (IR-VASE, J. A. Woollam Company, Inc.) at angles of incidence of 50
• . This instrument provides ellipsometric data in the range 7.5-240 THz (250-8000 cm −1 ). The infrared ellipsometry data were analyzed assuming the optical constants of Si and their dispersions as determined in [48] , and we obtained d = (494.86 ± 0.01) μm and d = (975.71 ± 0.01) μm. 6 These parameters were kept constant during the THz frequency calibration procedure. The index of refraction of Si in the THz range was also kept constant at the literature value of n = 3.4172 [48] . Fig. 5(b) shows the best match model calculated data where the nonlinear frequency-voltage correction terms were included into the best match model parameter base. As can 
V. APPLICATIONS
A. Isotropic Materials
To demonstrate the reflection and transmission Mueller matrix capabilities of the THz FDS ellipsometer to isotropic materials, we chose silicon. A high-resistivity, floating-zone silicon wafer different from the one used for the frequency calibration was measured. Fig. 6 displays the experimental (green) reflection and transmission Mueller matrix data, recorded at four different angles of incidence Φ = 40
• , over the full frequency range from 0.1 to 1 THz (×1, ×2, ×3, and ×6 frequency multiplications), together with corresponding best match model calculated data (red). Note that M 22 = 1 and that the measured elements of the off-diagonal blocks of the Mueller matrix M 13 , M 23 , M 31 , M 32 → 0 , as expected for isotropic materials [1] . All data were analyzed simultaneously and the only varied model parameters were the index of refraction, the Si thickness, and the offset to the angle of incidence, which is kept constant for all angles of incidence. The excellent agreement between the experimental and calculated data further demonstrates that the frequency calibration procedure corrects for the initially observed frequency deviations. The best match calculated n = 3.418 ± 0.001 of Si agrees very well (within the error bars) with the value of n = 3.4172 [48] used in the frequency calibration. This indicates that an accuracy of the index of refraction of one thousandth can typically be achieved with the THz ellipsometer. The best match calculated values for the Si thickness and the offset in the angle of incidence were determined to be d = (498.2 ± 0.2) μm and δΦ = (−0.19 ± 0.02)
• , respectively.
B. Anisotropic Materials
Many technologically relevant materials either in the form of active layers or substrates are optically anisotropic [49] . Examples include wideband gap materials for optoelectronics and high-frequency and power applications, such as GaN, Ga 2 O 3 , ZnO, CdTe, and substrates, such as silicon carbide, quartz, and sapphire. Here, we demonstrate THz FDS generalized ellipsometry characterization of sapphire as an example. Sapphire is uniaxial with its optical axis along the [0001] direction (caxis) [50] . • in-plane orientation, p − s mode conversion appears and therefore all Mueller matrix elements reveal spectra different from zero.
The THz data were analyzed using the model described in [51] , together with newly recorded midinfrared SE data from a c-plane α-Al 2 O 3 sample (IR-VASE, J. A. Woollam Company, Inc.). During data analysis, the Θ angles of each in-plane orientation and frequency multiplier range were varied independently. All Θ-angles were found to be within 1
• of their nominal value. Further, the out-of-plane and the in-plane indices of refraction were varied and determined as √ ε ∞, = n = (3.406 ± 0.001) and √ ε ∞,⊥ = n ⊥ = (3.064 ± 0.001), respectively. These values are in excellent agreement with the refractive indices n = 3.407 and n ⊥ = 3.067 determined by far infrared and THz TDS [46] . The best model parameters for the sapphire thickness and angle of incidence offset were determined to be d = (445.9 ± 0.1) μm and δΦ = (−0.20 ± 0.08)
• , respectively. 
C. THz Optical Hall Effect
The OHE is a physical effect analogue to the electric Hall effect, which appears at high (optical) frequencies in terms of optical birefringence and is measured using generalized ellipsometry [52] , [53] . The OHE allows for detection of the three free charge carrier parameters: charge density, charge mobility, and effective mass [54] - [58] . The magnitude of the OHE birefringence can be further tuned by adding a cavity with varying thickness on the backside of a (transparent) sample [42] , [59] , [60] .
Here we present cavity-enhanced OHE in a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) structure with a two-dimensional (2D) electron gas (2DEG) channel as an example. We employ a neodymium permanent magnet with a surface field of B = 0.55 T and a fixed cavity of d = 100 μm between the sample and the surface of the permanent magnet. The HEMT structure consists of an Al 0.75 Ga 0.25 N barrier layer on 2 μm-thick GaN layer on a 4H-SiC substrate employing an AlN nucleation layer [61] . Fig. 8 shows experimental (symbols) OHE data together with best model calculations (lines) for two opposing magnetic field directions perpendicular to the sample surface, together with the respective difference. A model consisting of air/AlGaN//GaN 2DEG channel//GaN layer/AlN nucleation layer/SiC was used for the best match model calculations. The model dielectric functions of all constituents included phonon contributions as described in [52] . Only the 2DEG channel was found to exhibit free charge carriers, which was accounted for in the model dielectric function using the modified Drude model in the presence of magnetic field [52] .
The OHE signal from the 2DEG is enhanced by the substrate/air-gap cavity and can be observed in the off-diagonal block elements of the Mueller matrix [61] , [62] . The 2DEG effective mass parameter is somewhat higher than the bulk GaN electron mass of 0.232m 0 [63] , which is in agreement with previous reports [55] , [59] , [64] . The observed difference could be attributed to a penetration of the 2DEG wavefunction into the AlGaN barrier layer that was shown to be strongly affected by temperature [55] and it is further discussed in [59] .
D. In Situ THz OHE
The FDS THz ellipsometer can be equipped with a gas cell for in situ measurements under different ambient conditions [see Fig. 3(b) ]. As an example, we present here a study of the effects of different, controlled gases and ambient humidity conditions on the free charge carrier properties of epitaxial graphene.
Graphene, like any other 2D material, has an extremely large surface to volume ratio and its properties are therefore highly sensitive to the adjacent media (substrates, liquids, and gases) [65] - [70] . For a variety of growth methods (epitaxial, exfoliated, and CVD grown), ambient doping can be observed [65] - [69] . Here, we present in situ FDS THz OHE data from monolayer graphene epitaxially grown on 4H-SiC in an argon atmosphere. The sample was cyclically exposed to air and N 2 with different humidities. The experiment was conducted at a fixed THz frequency (428 GHz), at an angle of incidence of Φ = 45
• , using a neodymium permanent magnet with a surface field of B = 0.55 T and a fixed cavity of d = 100 μm between the sample and the surface of the permanent magnet. Fig. 9(a) shows in situ OHE data with the sample exposed to different gas environments and relative humidities. For the data analysis, an optical model consisting of air/graphene/SiC/air gap/magnet was used. The model dielectric function of the semi-insulating SiC substrates contains only a phonon contribution, whereas the neodymium magnet is treated as a metal with a Drude dielectric function. Both dielectric functions of SiC and the magnet were determined in separate experiments and included in the data analysis without any changes. The model dielectric function of graphene included contributions from free charge carriers in the presence of a magnetic field, as detailed in [60] . The effective mass of graphene was coupled to the sheet carrier concentration N s using m * = (h 2 N s )/(4πv 2 f ) from [71] , where h and v f are the Plank constant and the Fermi velocity, respectively. The THz OHE showed that free charge carriers in the epitaxial graphene were electrons. The results on the best match calculated free electron density N s and mobility μ parameters of epitaxial graphene are shown in Fig. 9(b) .
It can be seen that significant changes in the free charge carrier properties occur upon cyclic variation of the environment from air to N 2 . We have recently reported similar findings for single-layer graphene exposed to N 2 and He with 0% relative humidity [72] . Here, an increase of the electron density is observed, independent of the relative humidity, when N 2 is injected into the gas cell. The process can be reversed to a certain extent, and the carrier density can be reduced by injecting air with 100% humidity. This behavior indicates that the ambientdoping mechanism depends on components in air other than N 2 , namely O 2 or CO 2 . A possible doping mechanism based on a redox reaction involving H 2 O, O 2 , and CO 2 is discussed in [65] . While this reaction may not be the only possible chemical process, it is described as the most dominant [73] . The largest variation in N s from 5.9 × 10 11 to 2.4 × 10 12 cm −2 is observed in the first two cycles with the initial state of graphene being already exposed to ambient conditions for several months. It is worth mentioning that no complete reversal in N s is observed in the following cycles. These results indicate that the electronic properties of epitaxial graphene may change over the course of several days, if the graphene sample underwent a change of the ambient conditions. This is important to consider if epitaxial graphene is studied since the results may be changing drastically over time.
The exposure of epitaxial graphene to different gases also results in significant changes in its free electron mobility parameter μ [see Fig. 9(b) ]. The observed variation in mobility can be correlated to the change in free hole density μ ∼ 1/N s . This indicates that it is possible that only the carrier density in the graphene changes as a result of gas exposure and where the observed change in mobility is only given by the μ(N s ) dependence. However, scattering due to charge impurities could not be excluded. Further details discussing the scattering mechanisms in epitaxial graphene under exposure of different gases can be found in [72] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented the newly designed THz FDS ellipsometer at the Terahertz Material Analysis Center (THeMAC) at Linköping University and have demonstrated its application to a variety of technologically important materials and heterostructures. We have shown that employing concepts used in stealth technology for the instrument geometry and scattering antistatic coating, and modulation of the BWO THz source allows for effective suppression of standing waves enabling accurate ellipsometry measurements with high spectral resolution (of the order of MHz). We further have demonstrated an etalon-based method for frequency calibration in THz FDS ellipsometry.
The instrument can incorporate various sample compartments, such as a superconducting magnet, in situ gas cells or resonant sample cavities, for example. Reflection and transmission ellipsometry measurements over a wide range of angles of incidence for isotropic (Si) and anisotropic (sapphire) bulk samples have been presented and used for the determination of the material dielectric constants. We have further demonstrated results from cavity-enhanced THz-OHE experiments on an AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure, determining the free charge carrier density, mobility, and effective mass parameters of the 2DEG at room temperature. Finally, we have shown through in situ experiments on epitaxial monolayer graphene exposed to different gases and humidities that THz FDS ellipsometry is capable of determining free charge carrier properties and following their changes upon variation of ambient conditions in atomically thin layers. Therefore, THz FDS ellipsometry has been shown to be an excellent tool for studying free charge carrier and optical properties of thin films, device heterostructures, and bulk materials, which are important for current and future electronic applications. Exciting perspectives of applying the THz FDS ellipsometry for exploring low-energy excitation phenomena in condensed and soft matter, such as the vibrational, charge, and spin transport properties of magnetic nanolaminates, polymers, and hybrid structures for photovoltaics and organic electronics; and determination of THz optical constants and signatures of security and metamaterials are envisioned.
